This paper represents a basic statistical examination on the navigability of ocean-going ship from the point of estimating the time lasting period when propeller racing occurred by using the basic probability theory and the statistics. The propeller racing is one of the most important seakeeping qualities in relation to the safety of the main engine and shafting system. The trend of the racing has been mainly investigated in order to estimate allowable maximum propeller diameter, operation of ocean-going ships, etc.. In those studies, the propeller racing generally and mainly means the situation (propeller exposed) in which the relative motion amplitude between ship hull and wave surface would exceed a depth of point in rotary disk propeller.
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, σ standard deviation of a ship response in short crested irregular waves from the direction of δ(for example, σ r or σṙ)
[A(ω, δ γ)] : response amplitude of a ship in regular waves from the direction of (δ γ) δ average heading angle against the average wave direction γ angle between the average wave direction and a component wave direction
, H (significant wave height), ωT 2π/T, T . , 1997; Wan and Shinkai, 1996) .
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